THE MOST "HELL YEAH!" GRANTS AWARDED TO DATE!

105 Total Applicants
- General Support: 59
- Accessibility: 8
- Multi-Years: 2
- Weeded out by panel: 36

66 Total Applications Approved
- Fully Funded: 30
- Partially Funded: 36
- *Hell Yeah!*: 22

*Hell Yeah!* grantees are fully funded and exemplify the radical, intersectional, and necessary work happening on the ground.

$139,840 AWARDED THIS CYCLE
- Rapid Response: $11,000
- Multi-Year Renewals: $16,000
- General Support and Accessibility: $112,840

81% of grants awarded this cycle went towards General and Accessibility support for frontline groups.

WELCOMING
40 New Resisters
62% of funded applicants are NEW grantees

Alliance Agriculture • Center For Social Equity • Centro Corona • Clevelanders for Public Transit • Chocolate Soul Revival • Detroit Women of Color • Faith Matters Network • Florida People’s Advocacy Center • Forsyth Foodworks • Grace Minnesota • Healing by Choice • Health Care is a Human Right - Douglass Homes • Health Justice Commons • Heartspark Press • Manidoo Ogitigaan • Maven Leadership Collective • Mtepe • National Students for Justice in Palestine • New Jersey Red Umbrella Alliance • NoCopAcademy • NWDC Resistance/La Resistencia al NWDC • Oloc • Our Climate Voices • PhillySUN • Philly Thrive • Release MNS • Restoring Our Own Through Transformation • Right Care Alliance • SafeBAE • SahiyO • Soul City Movement • Southern Birth Justice Network • Stand for Democracy • The Article 20 Network Society • The New 3RS • The WomanHOOD Project • United National Antiwar Coalition • Wellspring Cooperative • Within Our Lifetime - United for Palestine

WWW.RESIST.ORG

COMMON STRENGTHS OF FUNDED GROUPS:
- Connected to a Movement
- Ecology and Intersectional Analysis
- Community Organizing and Intersectional Practice
- Led by Those Most Impacted and transformative justice

To learn more about our Grants Program and how you can support us, visit: www.resist.org